Today's vibrant, multidisciplinary Arsenal Center for the Arts is the culmination of a long-time dream and many years of hard work. The driving force behind the effort were citizens who had secured the long-term use of an 1816 U.S. Army arsenal building in Watertown under 1998 redevelopment terms for conversion into an arts center.

Inside the Arsenal Center for the Arts is the modern 340-seat Charles Mosesian Theater with the most up-to-date theatrical lighting and sound technology. The theater space was provided with all-new HVAC and is served by two lobbies which double as art galleries. The venue also includes an intimate and highly versatile 90-seat Black Box Theater nestled directly below the Theater, classrooms and artist studios for community use. The long-running project encompasses 30,000gsf and was completed in 2005 for $7.5M.

Visit: [http://www.arsenalarts.org](http://www.arsenalarts.org)

Acoustical consulting provided as a Cavanaugh Toci Associates, Sudbury, MA project, K. Anthony Hoover, FASA, Principal Consultant.
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